December 2018

General Managers Report by Steve Lee
Dear Growers,

All at 33% sound kernel
recovery and 10% Moisture
content.

It’s ‘Lucky Legs 11’ for MPC
growers with an 11th straight
NIS bonus payment.

This payment represents over
$5 million in company profits
Announced by Chairman Chris being distributed back to
Ford at the Christmas party on growers.
Friday night, there will be an
The result again cements
additional $0.40/kg payment for MPC’s position as an industry
2018 consignments.
leader in not only pricing, but
This brings the final prices for
2018 to:
• Conventional
• Organic

all aspects of our business.

Despite a nervous start to the
season following hail storms
and a hit and miss nut set in
some orchards most growers
ended up pleasantly surprised
with modest crops and higher
than average sound kernel

NIS - $5.60/kg

- $6.90/kg

• Organic-in-conv.

- $5.90/kg

recovery. The sound kernel
recovery is up by about 2% on
the long term factory average,
that equates to an extra $0.315
per kg of NIS above an
average year.
With over 340 growers
supplying in 2018 we were
always going to see an
increase in crop volume and
I’m pleased to report that we
have reached our 2nd largest
crop at MPC with just under
13,000t delivered. This is the
largest since PGM was
established in Bundaberg with
much of the Bundaberg crop
being diverted to PGM since
2011. PGM is rapidly
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approaching MPC’s size with
almost half of the Australian
crop now processed between
the 2 factories.
Factory upgrades
The new drying building is
starting to take shape at the
western side of our site, when
completed the 1200m2 building
will accommodate an additional
450t of NIS drying and
additional processing area.
This investment will ensure that
MPC is prepared for an
increase in crop deliveries from
new suppliers and from new
plantings ahead of time. Drying
is critical for product quality
and it is a current pinch point in
our processing capacity. The
Solar Power Installation is well
underway and will be delivering
savings on electricity early in
2019. The system will supply
about 25% of the sites power
and has an operating life of
over 20 years. The fire
sprinkler and hydrant system is
also progressing well with
completion expected in March
next year.
The Christmas party was well
attended by just under 300
growers. The bonus
announcement wasn’t the only
thing that brought a smile to
peoples faces with comedian
and MC Paul McMahon
causing more than a few
hilarious moments. This years
gift packs included MPC
jackets and a range of
cosmetics and macadamia
treats.

Season

Notional
Price

Additional
payment

Final
Price

2008

$1.60

$0.15

$1.75

2009

$2.25

$0.07

$2.32

2010

$2.55

$0.15

$2.70

$0.10

2011

$3.00

$0.30

$3.30

$0.15

2012

$3.10

$0.15

$3.25

$0.15

2013

$2.90

$0.15

$3.05

$0.25

2014

$3.50

$0.15

$3.65

$0.15

2015

$4.70

$0.30

$5.00

$0.25

2016

$5.20

$0.30

$5.50

$0.30

2017

$5.20

$0.30

$5.50

$0.30

2018

$5.20

$0.40

$5.60

$0.40

11 year average

$0.22

Total

$2.05

Table 1. MPC’s Performance over the past 11 years

There were some
tremendous results
(productivity, prices and
quality) achieved by growers
who worked hard on
orchard nutrition, pest and
disease control and
minimized quality loss
before their product was
delivered to the factory.
The highest price
consignment at $8.42/kg
including the bonus was a
significant result.

Protecting the
Macadamia Gene Pool
MPC has continued to
support the conservation
of wild macadamias and
the rare genetic diversity
that it represents. These
trees may contain genetics
that can be used to breed
pest and disease
2018 Grower Awards
Congratulations to all of those resistance or improved
kernel quality.
growers who won awards in
Unfortunately once these
the different categories which
species are gone, they are
were presented at the
Christmas party. There were a gone forever. The MPC /
PGM / MMI group donated
number of awards again this
year that focused on the return $10k to help the
to farm concept along with the Macadamia Conservation
trust with their
historical award categories.
THE NUTSHELL
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Dividend

The Commonwealth Games Queen’s batten
made from Macadamia wood.
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preservation work. At the
recent AMS conference MPC
were the successful bidders for
a unique piece of macadamia
artwork, the macadamia wood
from which the Commonwealth
games batten was modelled.
The proceeds of the auction
were a fund raiser for the
conservation trust.
Factory Closure
We will be closing reception at
12pm on the 21st of December
and re-opening on the 2nd of
January. Please ensure that
you have picked up your
Christmas orders prior to the
closure.

been contracted. High whole
kernel prices have seen some
customers changing to half
kernel styles to control their
costs, and as a result half
kernel is in extremely short
supply with some customers
unable source their needs.
Supply of whole kernel is
matching demand.

.

Mark Whitten, MPC

On a fresh summer morning,
overlooking the front block of
their Alstonville orchard, I was
recently able to catch up with
Joof and Marianne Alberts to
talk about their life long
This season MMI will sell a
involvement in farming and
record volume of kernel of well
experiences in the macadamia
in excess of 8000MT including
kernel from South Africa which industry.
is increasing rapidly and
allowing MMI greater access to
new markets

In recent months the MMI sales
team has been active in the
I would like to thank you all for international market building
your support during 2018 and relationships with existing and
wish you all a Merry Christmas new customers and stimulating
and a safe and prosperous
new demand in anticipation of
New Year from all the
a good 2019 crop and a higher
Management & Staff at MPC.
proportion of kernel sales than
in recent years. The indications
are that demand will be strong
and several large new
Marketing Report
customers have indicated an
Charles Cormack, General Manager,
intent to start new business
MMI
with MMI.
We are now reaching the back
end of the 2018 selling season In other developments MMI
(along with MPC and PGM) are
and are right in the peak of
contract fulfilment so MMI has also in the process of reviewing
potential information
been focused on the smooth
delivery of product to
technology partners with a view
customers to meet contract
to starting a large project to
commitments as well as
develop state of the art
placing more kernel that is
customer relationship
available from the larger crop. management, sales
Both the Australian and South management and inventory
African crops finished the
forecasting and management
season slightly above late
systems for the combined
forecasts and this has slightly business. This initiative will be
increased the volume of kernel critical to the continued growth,
available. The NIS market in
scalability and success of the
China has slowed in the last 3 business into the future.
months due to the US / China
trade war, a significant
depreciation of the RMB and a
general slowing of the Chinese
economy and especially on-line
sales. Demand for kernel has
remained reasonably strong
and almost all kernel has now
THE NUTSHELL
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Figure 1: Joof & Marianne on their
Alstonville property

After completing an agricultural
science degree in South Africa,
Joof set his sights on farming
by first leasing a mixed farming
enterprise from his father. After
three years he was able to
purchase the farm. He ran it for
another seven years before
selling it and moving to
Pretoria, where he continued
farming. Along with farming
tropical fruit trees and
developing a large fruit juice
processing facility, Joof looked
to diversify his farming
interests and established his
first macadamia orchard.
Planted in 1973 on 7m x 7m
spacing, the 2600 tree orchard
used tetraphylla root stock and
grafted a range of South
African and Hawaiian varieties.
This orchard is still producing
3

today! As macadamia’s were a
novel crop in South Africa there
were no processors available
to take the crop. Therefore, in
true pioneering fashion, Joof
built some of the some of the
area’s first processing
equipment including dryers,
dehuskers and crackers. Since
those early days, many more
macadamia orchards have
been planted in South Africa
and commercial processing
facilities have also followed.

In 2001, Joof and Marianne
Moved to Australia and set up
a nursery in Port Macquarie.
After three years in the nursery
game, they decided to move
back into farming macadamias
by purchasing an orchard in
Tregeagle, Northern Rivers. A
few years later they purchased
another farm at Alstonville and
moved onto it. This 16ha
property is where they currently
reside. This property is on 9m x
5m spacing and consists

mainly of 660, 741 and 246,
with only minor numbers of
344, A4 and A38 varieties.
Four years ago the variety mix
also included 450 A16s.
However, after considering all
the pros and cons of the variety
and the time, effort and cost
associated with removing and
replanting, Joof made the hard
decision to remove all of the
A16s on the property. When
asked about the decision Joof
said “with all the problems of
A16s I just couldn’t keep
farming with them. It has been
a big cost to have them
replaced and forgo the cash
flow while the new trees come
into bearing. However, now
we’ve replaced them with
better varieties, ones that are
young precocious trees,
reduced husk spot pressure
and easier to manage we feel
we’ve not only made
management easier but also
increased the asset value of
the property.”
In regards to farm
management, Joof and
Marianne still do the bulk of the
work themselves, including
mowing, spraying, fertilising,
harvesting and dehusking. The
result of which is demonstrated
in their consistently high quality
and production. They do,
however, employ consultants
to provide advice on nutrition
and pest and disease
management.

Figure 2: Joof and Marianne's
Alstonville orchard.
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critical part of ensuring good
yields.
Not happy with only one
challenge, in 2013 Joof looked
towards the coastal flood plain
for his next project. He settled
on a farm at Empire Vale,
which he has named
“Flatmac”.Located only 1km
away from the beach, Flatmac
now has 39ha planted to
macadamias, with another 6ha
to be planted. Flatmac was
purchased with 16ha already
planted on a 9 x 4 spacing. The
main varieties included 741,
246 and 816. When Joof began
developing land for the
remaining 29ha of orchard he
found the soil was in much
worse condition than he
originally thought. “The soil
was totally beat up and the pH
was terrible. So before
mounding we applied split
applications of lime, which
totalled 15t/ha. I’ve never
applied so much lime in my life!
But now the pH is stable and
the calcium levels are good.”
The soil conditions on the initial
section planted prior to Joof
purchasing the farm were poor
but with hard work and
significant investment into lime
and organic matter the tree
health has improved
dramatically. The older trees
are now producing good crops
of high quality.

In regards to developing the
orchard, Joof mentioned that
In regards to nutrition Joof
“as drainage is so critical, It’s
uses blends based on soft rock much easier to find exact levels
phosphate and will periodically and alignments with GPS
apply hard wood chip and
equipment, which gives you
manure to ensure he has the
confidence farming on these
correct soil conditions to
flats.” To plant Joof uses a
sustain root growth and ensure GPS guided planter that he
a healthy soil. Joof believes
developed in partnership with
strongly that soil health is a
fellow grower Derik Schoultz.
The planter was demonstrated
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at the MPC season opening
field day earlier this year.
Joof stated “The machine can
plant approximately 1,500
trees per day (based on an 8
hr day), which is around 8-9
seconds per tree with a
normal travel speed of 1.7km/
hr.” Joof mentioned that a
significant benefit of the
planter is that once planted,
each tree has a permeant
GPS reference that can be
used in any GIS platform,
which will make future
technology more accessible.
Since purchasing the
Figure 4: a planted micro grafted tree
orchard, Joof has planted an
Figure 3: micro grafted trees in the
additional 20ha of trees on
nursery
9m x 4m spacing with the
well and consistently, trees
main varieties including 344,
have access to water due to
246, 741. The final 6ha is to tree you plant out the better!” the shallow water table, and
be planted with A203 and G. Joof remarked that if there’s a the operational efficiencies of
high risk of flooding then
working on flat blocks are
A key innovation that was
micro’s might not be as
huge; however, the key is
trialled on a block at Flatmac practical as larger
that you must be able to drain
was the use of micro grafted conventionally grafted trees. blocks.” This makes selecting
trees. These are trees where “Unfortunately micro grafting the right site critical and to
seedlings at 6-8 weeks of age needs to be perfected, and
ensure a good site is elected,
are grafted with a soft tip
finding a nursery that can
Joof spends a lot of time
scion. When asked about the produce micro grafted
carrying out research on a
micro’s Joof stated “They
macadamias seedlings is an piece of land he intends to
have been a huge success.
issue for the industry,” Joof
buy.
While they require extra
said.
attention when planted, due
In partnership with fellow
to their small size, they
When asked about the
grower Derik Schoultz, Joof
quickly establish and become benefits of planting on the
has now begun a third
robust trees. The easterly
cane flats Joof went on to say macadamia development
winds are a big problem here. “While there’s a lot of work in project near Yamba.
Apart from the salt spray,
getting the farm developed
Discussing the new
we’ve have had issues with
and the soil corrected, the
development, Joof said
conventionally grafted trees
land’s cheaper, trees yield
“We’ve learnt a lot from
being pushed sideways by
Flatmac and
the wind. This has meant we
because the
have had to support
sites are
conventionally grafted trees
similar we can
and have had to resort to
put all that
staking with star pickets.
experience in
However, the micro grafted
to this new
trees have never needed to
orchard.”
be staked, which I think says
Within the last
a lot about their potential as
year the two
the way forward. As far as I’m Figure 5: the block of one year old micro grafted trees have planted
concerned, the smaller the
approximately
on Flatmac
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16ha at 9m x 4m spacing and
are looking to plant another
43ha. The varieties they have
selected are 344, 246, A203
and G and will plant the
remainder of the farm out over
the next two years.
Finally, when asked why he
chooses to supply MPC and
what is the difference with
MPC? Joof responded “I’ve
had some negative
experiences with quite a few
processors in my time but MPC
belongs to growers and profits
go back to growers and so you
can trust that they are working
in your best interests. Also,
MPCs facilities, such as the
Napsol pasteuriser, are going
to be critical for future. I’ve had
a lot of experience in food
processing and food safety is
paramount for a food related
business.”
Joof and Marianne’s humble
character belies a determined
and pioneering spirit that is
manifest by all they have
achieved. Their experience and
insight is an asset to the
macadamia industry.

Figure 6: sound drainage management is key at Flatmac

For Sale
Harvester Head

DGM Superlight harvester head that was on an
Antonio Carraro tractor (could be adapted to other).
It has 20 wheel packs, all augers, tipping bin, side
shift and electric over hydraulic controls.
Price negotiable

Luke Downes 0437 287 526

MPC would like to
acknowledge Joof and
Marianne’s lifetime dedication
to agriculture and continued
commitment to macadamia
farming and warmly thanks
them for sharing their story.
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For Sale
•

Macquip Hammermill with elevator & 3m high metal stand

$3,000

• Superior Slasher 7’ side throw, cold gal dipped

$1,500

• Interlink Sprayer – 4,000L air blast with twin fans

$12,000

• Sherwell Silo 32T

$5,000

• Lis. Engineering Mower – 10’ tow behind

$5,000

• John Deere Ride-on mower 17HP LX277 48” cut
Seat, Deck & Chassis in good condition, fully serviced

$2,800

• Donnelly 3PL Sweeper

$2,000

• Hydraulic Harvesting tipper bin, 600kg

$1,000

• Macadamia Harvesting head – 5m frame & lge wheel packs $500
Call Greg Jones 0419 868 678

Disclaimer
The contents of this publication are subject to copyright and may not be reproduced in any form without written permission
from Macadamia Processing Co. Limited. The publication is intended to provide general information only, and while all care has
been taken to ensure that the information contained in this publication is true and accurate, no responsibility or liability is accepted by Macadamia Processing Co. Limited or its staff for any claim which may arise from any person acting in reliance on the
information setout in this publication.
Editorial Policy The editorial committee reserves the right to edit, withhold or reject all material.
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